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1. INTRODUCTION 

Optimal decision, problems including approximation ( resto
ration) of dependences by experimental results, optimal design 
problems, solution of nonlinear equation systems etc. are reduced 
to the solution of complicated optimization problems of one or 
several functions usually named as efficiency criteria which de
fine a "quality" of the decision obtained.In this case additional 
conditions described by corresponding functions-constraints may 
be imposed on varying parameters ( arguments of functions ). 

A full analysis of an object on the basis of a comparison of 
all possible variants with an aim of a selection of the best ones 
is practically inaccessible, because real objects and their mathe
matical models are extremely complicated ( nonlinear, nonmonotono-
us, multiextremal and so on ) and a number of variants is very great. 
Therefore, effective procedures of economical teleological search 
of optimal decision are required to solve optimization problems. 
A main point of the teleological search is the analysis only a 
small part of variants in order to eliminate many a priori unpro
mising cases and to concentrate a further search in a subset con
taining the best variant. One of such teleological search is a lo
cal search which is based on an assumption of a definite monotony 
of optimized criteria mathematically expressed by linearity, a 
quadratic form, convexity and so on. However, if constraint func
tions exhibit no monotony features, local-optimal solutions turn 
out to be inadequate. 

In this publication we suggest the procedures of a global 
search for numerical solution of multidimensional multiextremal 
multicriterla optimization problems with oomplioated constraints. 
The procedures suggested provide teleological search assuming 
boundedness of object characteristic changes at restricted changes 
of its parameters ( Lipschits condition ). 

2. CLASSES 0? PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED 

Typical problems of optimal decisions corresponding to com
plicated multlparametric sultloriterla optimization problems with 
•ultlertremal criteria and nonconvex constraints are the following! 
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1) the identification of object model characteristics by 
experimental data; 

2) the approximation of given characteristics of studied or 
designed object; 

3) the selection of parameters which are referred to optimal 
( including over several criteria ) object characteristics under 
conditions of object normal functioning. These parameters are de
fined by linear inequalities relating feasible values of parame
ters. 

The identification of object model characteristics by expe
rimental data can be reduced to a minimization problem of the dif
ference between an object model and experimental data. The depen
dence of this difference on varying parameters is as usual nonmo-
notonous and multiextremal ( oscillating). That is why an accurate 
identification needs application of global optimization method with 
nonlinear constraints ( if modal parameters should satisfy rela
tions of equality and inequality types ). An additional complica
tion arises in the case, when the identification comprises a num
ber of possible modes of the object functioning or a number of 
condition variants of its functioning ( or simultaneously both). 
An account of the variety mentioned leads to rainimax optimization 
problems, internal maximum of the difference between the response 
and the experimental data being taken over all possible solutions 
and conditions of functioning, i.e. an estimate of the difference 
corresponds to the worst possible case,therefore, this internal 
maximum is to be calculated by global methods, otherwise the cor
responding estimate loses the meaning of a guaranteed result. 

The approximation problems arising in designing and modelling 
objects with the given characteristics are also multiextremal ones, 
i.e. the residual of the given and model characteristics depends 
monotonously on the model parameters. ICultifunctionality of the 
object and the variety of it* functioning lead as in the case of 
the identification to minima* optimization problems. Model parame
ter functional relations accounted as constraints of the optimiza
tion problem are also possible. 

Optimal decision in designing complicated object includes as 
usual estimates of a number of oriteria of its efficiency ( in 
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different modes and conditions).In relation to some criteria a 
requirement not to exceed the given tolerances is a sufficient 
one. Other criteria require to succeed their extremal values. As 
far as the criteria are as usual conflicting ( an improvement of 
some of them leads to a degradation of others), a selection of the 
best variant is based on a compromise. 

The complexity of concrete optimization problems from the 
considered class may sufficiently differ ( a number of criteria 
and constraints, a number of varying parameters, computational 
complexity of functionals entering in criteria and constraints). 
Each concrete problem from the class under consideration is re
lated to one of the following types: 

- multiextremal problem with a single criterion of efficien
cy, with convex or linear-unimodal [1] constrains and a few num
ber ( up to five) of varying parameters ( a particular problem); 

- multiextremal multicriteria problem with complicated con
straints and a number of varying parameters up to ten ( a gene
ral problem). 

Such '•'> division makes possible to fit the complexity of ap
plied algorithms with the complexity of concrete optimization 
problems. 

3. DESCRIPTION OP APPROACH TO OPTIMAL DECISION PROBLEMS 

3.1. Optimization problem formal statement 

3.1.1. Object model 

A mathematical model of the optimization object is charac
terized by a set of parameters 

and by the vector function of characteristics 
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defined in such a way, that a decrease of characteristic values 
corresponds to a better decision. 

It is assumed that: 
1) vector coordinates y = ( y 1 > . . . , У И ) may vary in the 

given limits defined by a start and an end vectors 

which set hyperinterval 

Sb*{y* t>": a- ig. & g-, /<- i -- #j ( 4 ) 

of vector у possible values; 
2) each characteristic w i (у), Н i * n , is LipBchitz 

function with corresponding Lipachitz constant, which may not be 
given. 

3.1.2. Functional constraints 

In relation to a part of coordinate functions w.. from (2), 
the numbers of which are defined by set 

a condition is stated on decreasing their values up to some gi
ven tolerances q^ , i.e. functional constraints are imposed on 
possible values of set у from (1) 

*£• <y) ~ h •• </';*<*• ( 6 ) 

Sets у € Л satisfying conditions (5) are oalled feasible. 
Symbols 

Si (У)s У; (y) -%-, *&i* **-, (7) 
make possible to transform inequality (6} la equivalent font 
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-7, , > ( 8 ) 

Set 
G" iff 2 •• ?,- f/)~o, /c- £'- (9) 

is called a set of feasible variants or a feasible area. When 
m = 0, i.e. at the absence of constraints, Q = D. 

In the considered class of general multiextremal problems 
there are concrete problems, for which one can point out a pri
ori some subareas of area D from (4) which do not contain op
timal decisions. The following system of area D subsets can be 
used for an approximate description of such subareas which are 
excluded from consideration in the decision-making process. 

Hyperinterval D is divided by N hyperplanes parallel to 
coordinate hyperplanes and passing through median points of hyper
interval D edges, orthogonal to these planes, on 2 hyperinter-
vals. Let us callthese hyperintervals as hyperintervals of the 
first division. Each hyperinterval of the first division is di
vided by N different planes passing through median points of 
orthogonal edges. As a result, each hyperinterval of the first 

N division is divided on 2 hyperintervals of the second division. 
By analogy one can form hyperintervals of any/*/-th division. 

Each hyperinterval is identified by N-tuple 

< /'/ »!»•••> ^ > (Ю) 

and ie designated via D ( Al ; iS^, ... • ^ и )» where/* is a 
number of the division containing the given hyperinterval, ^ ., г 

м 
M 1>±< 2' , 1 < i i И , ie a number of aubinterval in line seg
ment laj, Ъ^]. 

A list of hyperintervale of the type mentioned 

,5"= !</»«); t>1(('),...v„(C)>i l±e±L}9 (ID 
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approximating the subarea of area D , which a priori doe3 not 
contain optimal dicisions, is a tool of fixation of additional 
constraints. In this way one can define "reduced" a:?ea 

% - 3> \ U S> (f,(<); K (ej, ...,»„ (?)), < 1 2 > 
in which the optimization problem is to be solved. Let us name 
list S from (11) as a list of forbidden subintervals. 

3.1.3. Vector criterion of efficiency 

A part of coordinate functions w. from (2), which numbers 
are defined by set 

is considered as vector criterion of efficiency 

where 

{(У)= "y(fj. i*F- (15) 
If к > 1, the model and the relating optimization problem are 
called as multicriteria and the case к а 1 corresponds to scalar 
( single-criterion ) problem of optimal decision. 

3.1.4. Optimal decision 

In minimization problem of efficiency vector criterion (14) 
on feasible set Q denoted as 

f(f)-~ *'*, <?r(?s (16) 
partial criteria are «a usual conflicting. A substitution of 
vector y' by vector y'• may lead at the same time to the de-
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crease of partial criterion f. and to the increase of other 
partial criterion t . : 

In this connection a notion of effective non-improvable 
decision ( see [2J ) is used when characterizing various solu
tions of problem (16). 

Vector f(y*) is called an effective one ( non-improvable, 
optimal according to Pareto ), if for any у € Q from conditions 

it is followed that l(y) =• f (y*). I.e. set Q has no decisi
ons у exceeding y* by some partial criteria and conceding y* 
at the same time by any partial criterion. Points y* £ Q , 
which correspond to effective vectors, are also will be named as 
effective points. 

If all criteria are positive in area Q , i.e. 

£(?)><>, f^*£> Уе*> (19) 

point y* 6 Q is effective in that and only that case when 
there exists weight vector 

•/= (A,,.,,,^^), ( 2 0 ) 

f 
Ы (21) 

that 

?*' ifj » *W* ("^A'/if/J+el* <'Of))* (22) 
where positive coefficient J. ia sufficiently email. Coordinate* 

X 4 of veotor A can be considered aa coefficient a of partial 
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criteria importance. 
We snail call effective point y* = jrt , the solution of 

scalar optimization problem (22) at given vector Л , as the 
partial solution of multicriteria problem (16) corresponding to 
weight vector A . We shall call a set of all effective points 
( Pareto set ) as a complete solution of multicriteria problem 
(16). 

For к » 1, vector criterion f(y) is transformed into the 
scalar one : f(y) >• f-j(y) and problem (16) becomes a nonlinear 
programming problem. In this case, according to (21), A ^> 0. 

and a set of effective points consists of points of function 
f-|(y) global minimum on set Q . 

3.2. Estimate methods of optimal parameters 

The estimate method of multicriteria or scalar global-opti
mal decision is based on the successive reduction of the initial 
multidimensional multicriteria problem with nonlinear non-convex 
constraints to a set of scalar one-dimensional problems. A possi
bility of suoh a reduction is secured by decomposition schemes of 
the vector problem to scalar ones f2 J , by special modifications 
of constraint accounting schemes and by schemes of dimension re
duction. In this case different schemes of dimension reduction 
are used for general and partial problems as well as different 
algorithms for the solution of reduced ( one-dimensional) sub -
problems. 

[3] 
All algorithms used have been theoretically investigated and 

they provide a convergence to a global solution of corresponding 
multiextremal problem with constraints. 

For the solution of scalar unimodal proviema or the search 
of local-optimal deoisiona in acalar multiextremal problems it is 
assumed to apply the well known and sufficiently effective method 
of golden section [4] in Modification of [5] and Helder-Meed me
thod of deformable polyhedron! 6 ]. 
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3.2.1. Reduction of multicriteria problem to scalar optimization 
problem 

A search problem of vector criterion effective point (2) 
corresponding to some value of vector A from (20) is reduced 
for the case (19) to the scalar solution of problem 

f~(<f)-"KU, У((3> (23) 
where 

/ 

i.e. the problem of global minimization of convolution (24) of 
vector criterion (2) on set Q from (9) ( jt - sufficiently small 
parameter ). If (16) is a one-criterion problem, then A . = 1, 
•A. = 0 in (24), i.e. P (y) = f.,(y) . 

In the case of one-criterion statement of the general problem 
(16), problem (23) coincides with that of (16) and their solutions 
coincide. If the problem statement is a multicriteria one, then 
the complete solution of (16) is attained by the solution of basic 
problem set with different A . 

3.2.2. Constraint account 

The constraint account is realized by penalty function method£7]. 
According to this method problem (23) is substituted by a solution 
of problem 

Ф(у)+т,п, у? 2>, ( 2 5 ) 

where 

$(y)'S(y) *<-•$(?)• ( 26) 
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Penalty constant С > 0, and penalty function G(y) is such, that 

^ , (27) 
S (%) >o, У ? Q. 

In solving the general problem function G(y) has the following 
form 

bW-fiS/QfW' (28) 
qCyJ'ifjtyi^- '&> ' y ' * ^ (29) 

and weight coefficient vector >• = (Jr^ , ... , fr- ) belongs 
to simplex / : 

яг 

r*jt£ # *•' (Г; * O. /*/' * "j Л t; ' 4 • (30) 

Weight coefficients /t* , 1 £ j £ m, should "flatten" an in
fluence of different constraints g.,(y) on the penalty function. 

J 
In solving a partial problem,function G(y) has the form: 

3.2.3. Dimension reduction 

The solution of multidimensional ( a number of varying pa
rameters N> 1 ) problems, in which it is required to find a glo
bal-optimal solution, is carried out by reduction of Initial mul
tidimensional problem (23) to a set of more sirale one-dimensional 
subproblems. 

Different schemes are used for reduotion of general and par
tial problems. 
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The general problem is reduced to one-dimensional one with 
a help of a curve called as Feano curve (or development) ["3 J . It 
has been proved the existence of curves y(x) given by continuous 
coordinate functions y i(x), xe[o,lJ , Л £ i i N , which 
make single-valued mapping line segment fo,l3 onto the hyperin-
terval from (4) , i.e. 

<£. , {ye R': a- 6 # ±%,/**'*]*{?б1е>**</}лы 

Such curves make possible to reduce the multidimensional minimi
zation problem of continuous function У(у) in area D to the one-
dimensional minimization problem of continuous function У(у(х)) 
in line segment j,Otl] , so far as, according to (32) 

л « f<f(yj : fe foj'/tvn /#(?&)•' zefo^jj. (33) 

In solving the partial problem, a multistep optimization 
procedure is used as a reduction scheme ( "nested" optimization 
scheme ), which, by example of solving problem (23) without con
straints, i.e. when Q-D , consists in the following. 

The following relation is true for continuous function P(y) 

/nt/t ?(jfj = mi'n /т/г . . . yfi/л ^(/J. (34) 

Let us introduce functions 

4 (?)*?(?), ^(?lt.)= M*. Ц„СЦ„), (35) 
'+•/ <7i*/ t+-f 

where vector ^ • ( y 1, ... , y 4 ) e R , 1i i i N . Then, the 
solution of problem (23) is reduced aocording to (34) to the so
lution of one-dimentional problem 

Jt(#t)* **'л, / , e ^ 4 * 4-7/ об) 
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in which every calculation of function P 1(y 1) at given y 1 is 
the solution of one-dimensional problem 

^6%/"* Л Л' £€/:a^^J- (37) 
In its turn, each calculation of function Fg( y 1, y 2 ) at fixed 
y. and y 2 assumes the solution of one-dimensional problem 

^jfa'Mj) •* m i n > A * £*>< **J (38) 
and so on. Thereby, the solution of multidimensional problem (23) 
is reduced to the solution of a set of "nested" one-dimensional 
subproblems. 

Multistep procedure (34) can also be expand to the problems 
with constraints. Such a development of the multistep procedure 
is described in detail in [1 J . 

3.2.4. Solution of reduced problems 

One-dimensional problems of types (33), (36)-(38) are solved 
using an information-statistical algorithn of a global search 
from [з] : у(зс)-^- frti/Vj л- е £a,#J. 

The algorithm executes successively iterations in points of 
the most probable location of the global minimum, the points 
being estimated by corresponding interpretation of trial results 
in the frames of some stochastic model. 

The first trial is carried out in arbitrary point y 16 (a,b). 
The point of any subsequent(к + 1)-th trial is defined by expres
sion . 

x.*'. 3 . : *н - \fa - b)/**/*> '*•*<*> ( 3 9 ) 

number t being determined from condition 
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where for I i i i k 

P(;) = 4 , (.4- - ij 7/1 % - j fe, $_,)/*/,, 

POO- 4 - ^ / / ' Л , 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

In case when (45) has zero value, as well as at к = 1, it is 
assumed that /*•/ = 1. Number г from (39), (42)-(44) is the 
method parameter, the following inequality is to be valid : r> 1. 

Convergence conditions 
If this algorithm is applied for minimization of Lipschitz 

(with constant К ) function r , then for any limit point у.' of 
sequence (X ) generated by this algorithm, the following is 
true [3] '. 

1) point x' i B l f only looal-optimal point of function У, 
if this function has a finite number of local minima ; 

2) if there is other point y " of sequence <X } > then 
V(x") - yty'), i.e. a simultaneoua convergence to different 
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function values is impossible and, therefore, the method gene
rates a non-uniform net while minimizing functions distinct from 
a constant; 

3) и к - У ( х , С ) 2> W x ' ) , * = 1.2, ... ,i.e. the algorithm 
cannot generate convergence to points, where the function value 
exceeds the result of some realized trial ; 

4) if at some step 
ТЦ1 > 2 k , 

then x' is a point of function r global minimum and, moreover, 
the set of all limit points of sequence J у I coincides with 
the set of points of function У global minimum. 

3.3. Illustra tions 

n 
Vw 
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The diagram of Fig.1 illuatratea the solving process of a 
concrete example with a help of the method described ( when r -
1,4 ). Vertical daahes under abscissa axis give points of 42 tri
als, which form an essentially non-uniform net crowded in the neigh
bourhood of the global minimum.. Segments of the lower broken line 
connect successively ( from up to down ) points ( marked by dark 
circles) corresponding to pairs ( y_k

r /f ), (y.k+1, k+1 ), where 
y. is coordinate , к - number of the iteration. 

Fig. 2 

Pig.2 illustrates results of minimizing trial funotion 
у(У-|»У2) С construction procedure of aueh functions is described 
in [8J ) with a help of the algorithm described. The figure shows: 
search area ( quadrate ), lines of constant function level ( func
tion levela are noted ), pointa of 131 trials ( dark circlea ). 
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As It is followed from the figure, points of successive trials 
generated by the algorithm form essentially non-uniform net 
crowding in the neighbourhood of global optimum. 

Pig. 3 

Pig.3 illustrates results of the algorithm application for 
maximizing funotion &*7(y1. y 2 ),belonging to the same class as 
the function in Pig.2, in not simply connected area D B ( non-
hatched part of the quadrate ). The figure shows function cons
tant level lines and points of 150 trials ( dark circles ). 
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3.4. Computing aspects 

The following computing aspects are accounted in computer 
implementation of supposed methods. It is seen from the decisive 
rule of the algorithm that values ( estimates of differences A^ 
from (41), characteristics R(i) from (42)- (44) and so on ) used 
at every search step change very seldom ( or do not change at all), 
that makes possible to avoide their recalculation by memorizing 
once calculated values. In solving multidimentional problems the 
number of iterations may be sufficiently large that impedes sto
ring and collating points x, corresponding to iterations of the 
problem and related values ?_ ., Л л, R(i) and so on . 

This information may be presented in the form of a matrix, 
which columns, for example, are : 

(aL , A-, Rc , R(i)) T

} ft! * &t. С 46) 

When storing this matrix is divided onto units located in direct 
access memory segments. Hereby, an insertion of a new column cor-

k+1 
responding to point x requires sorting only in segment li
mits. Characteristic values corresponding to unit columns make 
possible to forcast its "pumping" in immediate-access memory at 
the current step of the optimum search. When maximum feasible di
mension is succeeded ( as a result of column insertion ), the unit 
is divided onto two new ones Г 9 1 . 

Described methods have been practically approved in solving 
many applied problems, for example computer-aided design problems 
of aircraft, digital data transfer systems, power semiconductor 
devices, new technology products, bandpass filter circuits, in 
solving nonlinear algebraic equation systems Г ю ] . 
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Методы решения сложных задач выбора 
оптимальных параметров 

Изложен алгоритм глобального поиска численного ре
шения многомерных многоэкстремальных многокритериальных 
задач оптимизации со сложными ограничениями. Предпола
гается ограниченность изменения характеристик объекта 
при ограниченных изменениях его параметров /условие 
Липшица/. 

Алгоритм реализован в виде программы для ЭВМ, кото
рая использовалась в практическом решении различных 
прикладных задач оптимизации. 
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Complicated Problem Solution Techniques 
in Optimal Parameter Searching 

An algorithm is presented of a global search for nu
merical solution of multidimensional multiextremal 
multicriteria optimization problems with complicated 
constraints. A boundedness of object characteristic 
changes is assumed at restricted changes of its para
meters (Lipschitz condition). 

The algorithm was realized as a computer code. The 
programme was used to solve in practice the different 
applied optimization problems. 

The investigation has been performed at the Labo
ratory of Super Hif>h Energies, JINR. 
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